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Automation – a case for the future
Howard Wren, Technical Director, Transport Infrastructure, AECOM, Sydney, Australia

While the demand for designs of container terminals with part 
automation has increased significantly, some within the industry 
remain sceptical about the future of full automation. Despite the 
progress with system designs there is certainly a reluctance to 
commit to full automation and the use of automated Horizontal 
Transfer Equipment (HTE) – either AGVs or Automated 
Shuttle Carriers. 

A new concept for the AGV presented by TTS Port Equipment 
in Sweden has been designed with power units positioned in 
the wheels and power for the equipment supplied by induction 
technology to optimise equipment mobility. Despite being in 
the early stages of development, this concept may potentially be 
a significant development for the future of terminal automation. 

Despite such a limited number of automated terminals 
currently in operation, it is important to remember that it is now 
almost 20 years since the first fully automated container terminals 
were developed. The developments at Thamesport and at 
European Combined Terminals, Rotterdam were the originators 
of the Automated Container Terminal concept. Since then 
automated or part automated operations have been introduced at 
Container Terminal Altenwerder, at Patrick Brisbane, Australia and 
most recently at the AP Moller Terminal in Virginia, USA.

Automated Stacking Cranes
The use of Automated Stacking Cranes (ASCs) is certainly well 
proven and ASCs are being included for many future terminal 
designs despite the reluctance to fully automate with the use of 
automated HTEs. 

The ASC typically covers the greatest travel distance for any 
import or export container between the point of arrival and 
the point of departure and with state of the art control systems 
the ASC operation is highly productive and efficient. Coupled 
with high density container stacking and significant reductions 
in carbon footprints the payback for the operator from the ASC 
investment is strong.

But the shipside performance of fully automated operations has yet 
to impress the industry and the other HTE advantages as yet do not 
sufficiently compensate for this lack of performance. The impact on 
berth operating capacity of the fully automated operation is no doubt 
one of the main issues for the terminal operators, particularly after 
investment in high-density container stacking equipment to optimise 
the container yard operating capacity. 

Although shipside performance rates and berth operating 
capacities from fully automated operations continue gradually to 
improve, the performance is inferior compared with conventional 
alternatives and the future of the automated HTE remains in doubt. 

Panamax vessel sizes
But is it – will other factors in future influence the situation for 
automated HTEs? 

Terminal operators have always been under pressure to 
improve shipside performance, but this demand has gained even 
more momentum since the introduction of the new super post 
panamax 12,000+ teus vessels. In 2008, there were more than 120 
of these super post panamax vessels on order until fears of the 
current recession hit home. It is clear the economies of scale offer 
significant advantages for the ship operators, and with higher future 
fuel prices very likely, these advantages will probably remain.

Compared with standard panamax vessels, the percentage 
increase in width far exceeds the percentage increase in length. 
While more Ship-to-Shore Cranes (STSCs) may be allocated 
for each vessel this significant increase in TEUs per linear metre 
of vessel working length is bound to even further increase the 
demand for higher individual STSC working rates. 

At around 400 metres in length, as many as 10 STCS may be 
used simultaneously to operate these vessels but the cost to the 
terminal operator faced with a challenge to equip to handle several 
of these vessels at the same time will be enormous. Another issue 
for the terminal operator is of course the need to handle far more 
containers per ship bay to expedite ship turnaround time and to 
maintain the economies of scale for the ship operators. 

Tandem lift operations
Now at 22 containers wide on deck compared with a meagre 
13 on the panamax vessel alternative, the greatest potential and 
opportunity to improve shipside performance and to reduce berth 
or vessel turnaround time is of course to increase the extent to 
which tandem lift operations are used.

Tandem lift operations is certainly the way of the future – 
either two 40-foot containers or even four 20-foot containers 
can be lifted together for each crane cycle. The increase in the 
use of 40-foot containers worldwide has to a degree reduced the 
potential for twin lifting of 20-foot containers and the significant 
increase in vessel width strengthens the case for operations in 
tandem mode.

However, servicing of STSCs working shipside in tandem lift 
mode is already recognised as a problem due to the fact there are 
double or more the number of containers per STSC cycle. While 
the number of STSC cycles per crane hour is likely to be lower, 
there will nevertheless be a significant increase in demand on the 
HTE fleet – equipment, which as yet can only transfer a single 
40-foot container at a time between container stacks and STSCs.

 
TEU Panamax 6,500 7,500 8,500 9,500 12,500 14,500

Length 283 m 289 m 304 m 319 m 321 m 366 m 395 m

Breadth 32 m 40 m 42 m 43 m 46 m 54 m 54 m

Draft 13.5 m 14.5 m 14.5 m 14.5 m 15.0 m 15.0 m 15.0 m

Change in Breadth 100 % 124 % 133 % 133 % 141 % 168 % 177 %

Change in Length 100 % 102 % 107 % 113 % 113 % 130 % 140 %

Table 1: Comparison of differenT sizes of panamax vessels
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Equipment manufacturers are already looking at tandem lift 
HTEs – Tandem Lift AGVs, Tandem Lift Shuttle Carriers and 
other alternatives. Certainly the development of Tandem Lift 
ASCs would optimise the terminal operations and reduce carbon 
footprints to support this concept.

For the 12,000+ TEUS vessels operating with possibly double 
the normal number of STSCs per vessel, and with tandem lift 
operations at almost double the standard number of container 
moves per hour, the amount of HTEs required to service a single 
vessel would be extreme. 

Resources permitting, the terminal operator may even deploy 
a few extra HTEs as contingency against HTE congestion 
to ensure the tandem lift operations are successful and that  
STSCs are not left idle. It is possible that as many as 100 or 
more HTEs would be required per ship, and it is not difficult 
to imagine the HTE traffic chaos that such a huge number of 
vehicles would create.

In a conventional terminal operating with perhaps four or 
five cranes per vessel in single lift mode, the standard HTE 
traffic rules, priorities and give way protocols will usually be 
sufficient to prevent HTE collision and injury. With 100 or 
more HTEs operating per berth at random real-time allocation 
of work and frequent random changes of container transfer 
origins and destinations, these traffic flow measures are likely to 
be completely inadequate. 

With higher density tandem lift operations, absolute control 
of HTEs will be necessary to maintain productivity and 
adequate service levels for STSCs particularly with respect to 
safety levels. However in a manned operation where equipment 
routes, priorities and work assignments may be changed every 
few seconds, such a level of control over human drivers would 
be impossible to achieve.

Alternatives
Now almost 20 years on from when the first fully automated 
container terminal was developed, it is interesting to reflect on 
just how the automated container terminal might be designed 
today if there was a chance to completely start again afresh. 
Could changes in physical terminal or equipment design be 
used to compensate for where automation cannot match the 
conventional performance levels?  

Alternative solutions could perhaps include a 70-metre STSC 
rail gauge to improve HTE traffic flows and access to STSCs, 
a review of alternative HTEs with state of the art container 
conveyor systems, or a fundamental change to operating 
strategies.

Despite the so far questionable performance rates of the 
automated HTE options, it seems almost ironic that the use of 
automated HTEs may be the only solution to safely achieve the 
higher performance levels in the high density STSC operation 
with tandem lift operations on a massive modern container ship. 

Although the challenges of performance, safety, sustainability 
and absolute resource control will continue for designers and 
suppliers of automated equipment and automation systems, 
innovators and terminal operators, the future of fully automated 
container terminals would seem to be stronger than ever before.

Tandem lift operations.
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M.V. Emma Maersk operating with ten STSCs.


